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ello and welcome to a
magazine that is packed with
practical information and
advice for anyone running a holiday
business here in the West Country.
Here at Stags, we deﬁne a holiday
complex as a property with more than three tourism
letting units and, usually but not always, a home for
the owner to live in as well. In this magazine, you’ll
ﬁnd a wealth of such properties for sale (p8-9),
ranging from a beautiful home in North Devon that’s
licensed for weddings to a charming courtyard of
converted barns in Cornwall.
Also in the magazine, we hear from Robin Barker,
who runs a range of tourism award schemes in the
South West. Robin has wise words on how doing
well in such schemes can help your business stand
out from the crowd and win more bookings (p12). We
also have a piece by Becky Sheaves, who has run
a glamping business on her family farm for the past
11 years. She shares some insider tips for anyone
thinking of venturing into the glamping industry.
One of the smartest ways to add value to your holiday
complex is through gaining planning consent, whether
that is for, say, building lodges in a ﬁeld or converting
outbuildings into accommodation. Stags’ Head of
Planning, Alister King-Smith, has some expert advice
for anyone considering this process (p7).
We also have a valuable contribution from Philip
Meek, a mortgage adviser with a specialism in
holiday properties. Philip has
the lowdown on how to get the
very best ﬁnance for a holiday
complex (clue: a residential
mortgage might not be the
For many
best approach) and how to
people, the
make sure your application
is a winner (p16).
dream of a
For many people, the
home with its
dream of owning a West
Country home with its own
own income
healthy income is one that
comes true with
comes true with the help of
Stags Holiday Complexes
Stags
department. We also help
many people ﬁnd standalone businesses such as touring parks. On pages
10, 11, 14 and 15 we look back at some of our many
successful sales in recent months. We also have
many keen buyers currently on our books looking for
that special place to live and earn a living. So if you
are considering putting your holiday complex onto the
market, please do get in touch with us here at Stags.

Honiton

Bridport

uay

London

NICK SMITH
Head of Holiday Complexes department, Stags
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The journey to a
successful sale
Jane Urquhart had great fun renovating and
running a holiday let business in East Devon.
When the time came to sell, there was much to
consider, as Jane explains

n Autumn 2015 I
bought Tritchayne
Farm Cottages on the
outskirts of the village of
Colyton in East Devon.
I’d been looking for a
project and I found a pretty courtyard
of ﬁve holiday cottages in a peaceful
location that needed some updating.
With my background in the hospitality
industry I was conﬁdent I could create
lovely and welcoming self-catering
holiday accommodation of which I
could be proud.
A full programme of refurbishment
commenced and it was so rewarding
turning the cottages into stylish holiday
properties. The gardens and grounds
also received lots of attention and one
of the best things I did was to install
a function room which I called The
Glasshouse. This sociable space next
to the pond was often used by holiday
makers and had the potential to be let to
local organisations too.
However by July 2018 my
circumstances changed and it made
sense to sell Tritchayne Farm Cottages.
I contacted Nick Smith from the Stags

I
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the income generated and the number
Holiday Complexes department in
of days per year each property had been
Exeter, who came to see me, along with
let. This helped any potential buyers see
Kevin Clarke from the Stags Honiton
that the business was still growing.
ofﬁce. It really appealed to me to have
Viewers came from all over the country
my property marketed both nationally
but in October 2018 I accepted an offer
by the Stags Holiday Complexes
from a couple from London. As the sale
department and locally by the Stags
progressed there were a few hair-raising
Honiton ofﬁce so I instructed Stags to
moments (as with many
sell my property. Nick and
property sales) but Stags
negotiator Catherine Barnes
guided me carefully
organised a professional
through these while
photographer, prepared
Most of the
keeping good relations
a brochure and listing
my buyers.
for the Internet and also
people who viewed with
At all times I felt supported
mapped the land included
were looking for a by the Stags team and
with the sale.
Nick and Catherine were
lifestyle business, although Stags are not
the cheapest agents they
great at ﬁnding people
similar to the way certainly earned their
to view who understood
exactly what the property
I’d been running money with my sale. I
think with a property like
included, particularly
things
Tritchayne Farm Cottages
as there is no owner’s
it made sense for me to
accommodation on site.
use a specialist agent experienced in
Most of the people who viewed were
selling properties with holiday cottages
looking for a lifestyle business, similar
and land.
to the way I’d been running things. As
I really enjoyed my time owning
I’d been building the business back up
Tritchayne Farm Cottages and I hope the
following the renovation, my accountant
new owners are very happy there too.
prepared a simple statement showing
stags.co.uk
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PLANNING FOR PROSPERITY
Planning permission can be the key to expanding your business and can help you to
achieve more when it comes to selling your property, says Alister King-Smith of Stags
landscape (such as an Area of
K-based tourism
Outstanding Natural Beauty or National
is proving to be
Park). It may be possible to start a
more popular than
smaller business on a farmland site, as a
ever these days and, as
farm diversiﬁcation scheme. In time, this
a consequence, many
can then be incrementally expanded.
holiday accommodation
In designated landscape areas, there are
enterprises are
still ways to obtain planning permission
considering either expansion or selling
if you are re-purposing an existing site.
while business is strong. In the case
For example, if you were aiming to, say,
of selling a holiday complex, you may
replace unsightly static caravans with
want to add value to your property
a lower density, high-quality
by obtaining planning
lodge scheme, then your
permission for expansion.
prospects of success will be
Navigating the planning
greatly increased.
system can seem to be
a mineﬁeld but there is
In most cases, However, while it would
be nice to assume a
much that can be done
key areas of
council will support such
to avoid possible pitfalls.
a scheme, this is by no
As a general principle,
concern are
means a given. You can
it is easier to expand an
highways,
improve your chances by
existing site or to make
better use of a property
landscape and submitting justiﬁcation
which shows the strengths
that needs reclaiming,
ecology
of your proposal. In this
such as a disused
regard, enlisting the
quarry, than to convert
support of local tourism
a bare farmland site
organisations, including
into a holiday business.
the council’s own
Indeed, it is very unlikely
economic development team, can
that permission will be given for a large
pay dividends.
new site on undeveloped farmland,
Planning issues vary from site to
especially if this is a designated

U
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site but I ﬁnd the same themes often
recur. In most cases the key areas for
concern are: highways, landscape and
ecology. Getting the right advice really
can make or break a project.
Our recommendation is that good
advice early on can help save potentially
signiﬁcant sums of time and money
down the line.
Alister King-Smith
Head of Planning 01392 439046
a.king-smith@stags.co.uk
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FINDING YOUR
FUTURE HOME
Make this the year you
transform your work/
life balance by moving to
a beautiful property that
generates a healthy income.
Here is just a small selection
of the holiday complex
properties for sale now with
Stags. For our full range and
further details please visit
stags.co.uk
2. High Bickington, Devon
Guide price £1,650,000
This established self-catering holiday
and wedding business is to be found
in a stunning and peaceful location in
North Devon. There is a ﬁve-bedroom
farmhouse, a one-bedroom annexe, six
holiday cottages and a converted barn
licenced for civil weddings. Set in 42
acres, the wide range of farm buildings,
stables, a former farm shop, sheds
and garaging all offer a new owner the
potential to expand or alter the current
offering (subject to planning permission).
EPC Band D

1

2
3. Thorney, Somerset
Guide price £1,100,000
Set in a peaceful rural Somerset hamlet
near Langport, this substantial ﬁvebedroom house is built in the Gothic
style with well-proportioned rooms.
With four high-quality holiday cottages
this is an excellent opportunity to take
over an existing lifestyle business. The
property has established gardens and
to the rear is a ﬁeld of about three acres
with stables. It also has great ecocredentials, with a biomass boiler and
ground-mounted solar photovoltaic
array. EPC Band E

3
8
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This proÀtable
holiday
business comes
with excellent
forward
bookings

1. Combe Martin, Devon
Guide price £1,950,000
This property is a small private estate
tucked away in its own wooded valley
on the outskirts of the pretty seaside
village of Combe Martin in North
Devon. There are six properties on site,
each providing stylish, self-catering
accommodation rated 5* Gold and 4*
Gold by Visit Britain. However, three
of the properties have full residential
permission offering an excellent
opportunity for multi-generational living.
The ﬁrst-rate facilities include an indoor
swimming pool, children’s play area,
kitchen garden, animal paddocks and
well-maintained gardens and grounds.
In all the property includes about 15.7
acres of land.
5. Manaccan, Cornwall
Guide price £850,000
This character holiday cottage complex
is set in a wonderful rural position close
to The Lizard coastline with far reaching
views to Falmouth Bay. In addition to
the spacious ﬁve-bedroom farmhouse
there are four converted cottages, each
with either one or two bedrooms. The
property is set in four acres of gardens
and grounds including a paddock and
there are various useful outbuildings.
EPC Band E (farmhouse).

4
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4. Bilbrook, Somerset
Guide price £900,000
This proﬁtable holiday business comes
with excellent forward bookings and
is just three miles from the Somerset
coast near Watchet. The Grade II-Listed
house has an adjoining two-bedroom
cottage. This allows for a wide range of
accommodation options, including large
groups, for up to 22 people. There is
also a separate three-bedroom owner’s
house. The attractive gardens and
grounds amount to about an acre.

5
stags.co.uk

6. Warbstow, Cornwall
Guide price £1,100,000
This charming property sits just inland of
Boscastle on the north Cornish coast. It
has an attractive tree-lined drive which
leads to a courtyard containing a threebedroom Grade II-Listed farmhouse
and ﬁve holiday cottages. The gardens
and grounds are well maintained and
there are outbuildings with potential for
further development (subject to planning
permission). This superb home and
lifestyle opportunity has high levels of
repeat holiday visitors who come back
to stay every year.
9

A WONDERFUL FAMILY BUSINESS
Nick Smith of Stags looks back on selling a superb
home and holiday business in Devon
n the summer of 2018
Stags sold Compton
Pool Farm, an awardwinning holiday complex
in a peaceful South
Devon setting, near the
village of Marldon.
Offered to the market at a guide price
of £3,000,000, the property has a
ﬁve-bedroom Georgian farmhouse and
ten 5* holiday cottages set in nearly
11 acres of attractive gardens and
grounds. The excellent guest facilities
included an indoor heated swimming
pool, full-size all-weather tennis court
and a games room. It also came with
planning permission for six shepherd’s
huts to be used for additional tourist
accommodation.
After a period of discreet marketing
by Stags the ﬁfth person to view the
property made a serious offer. Within
two and a half months of the sale being
agreed, exchange took place. The new
owners have relocated to Compton
Pool Farm from out of the region and
they have many plans to invest in the
business, including the possibility of
adding the shepherd’s huts to the
accommodation offering.

I
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The Àfth person to
view the property
made a serious offer
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AND THE WINNER IS…
If you run a West Country holiday business, it could well be a good idea to
enter an award scheme this year, says Robin Barker of Services for Tourism
n a day-to-day
basis, many
West Country
tourism businesses
ﬁnd they work very
much in isolation, busy
looking after customers and planning
for the future. But how can you ﬁnd out
what others in the industry are up to,
how your offer compares, and whether
you are at the cutting edge in terms of
service?
There is an answer: enter for a tourism
award. My company runs the leading
schemes in the South West and we
have seen entries up by nearly 30%
since 2015. When I ask businesses
why they enter, they give me a range of
answers:
• To benchmark against others
• For free feedback
• For the chance of winning
• To have something to celebrate with
their team
• For PR opportunities
• For the camaraderie of like-minded
businesses
Of course, winning remains the main
goal for many but, despite not enjoying it

O
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of Mother Ivey’s Bay Holiday Park in
much, many entrants also welcome the
Cornwall, explains: “We feel that the
discipline that comes from completing
tourism awards are a great opportunity
the dreaded entry form. Some compare
it to the annual business plan or going to to benchmark our business against
the dentist. It’s not fun, but you know it’s best practice, with helpful feedback
and scoring from both independent
good for you.
assessors and mystery
Some query the role
shoppers. There is only so
of awards in an era of
much we will spot ourselves,
online reviews, such as
and we ﬁnd it very helpful to
TripAdvisor, but these
For the past
have people from outside our
platforms are changing,
four years the business take a closer look.”
with many morphing into
If you run a holiday complex,
online travel agencies with
South West
you can ﬁnd categories
commercial goals. We
has had more including Dog-Friendly
also all know that some
businesses manage their
Ànalists than Business, Boutique
Accommodation or Glamping
online reputation better
any other
& Alternative Accommodation
than others.
that might suit your business.
There is also the chance
region
Entry opens each April and
to progress to even
is straightforward, with all
greater recognition. In our
details, entry forms and guidance
schemes for Devon, Cornwall, Dorset
notes included in our tourism awards
and Bristol, Bath and Somerset, ﬁnalists
websites.
are nominated to represent the region in
the national VisitEngland awards. For the For more details, visit:
devontourismawards.org.uk;
past four years the South West has had
cornwalltourismawards.co.uk;
more ﬁnalists than any other region and
dorsettourismawards.org.uk;
our goal is to keep it that way.
somersettourismawards.org.uk
One regular entrant, Patrick Langmaid
stags.co.uk

COULD GLAMPING
BE THE ANSWER?

Glamping is now a buzzword in the West Country
tourism industry. Becky Sheaves, who runs Cuckoo
Down Farm in East Devon, looks back on 11 years of
offering safari tent and yurt holidays
y husband John
and I have run
Cuckoo Down
Farm, a small glamping
(that’s glamorous
camping) business at
our family farm for more
than a decade. We started out with just
two yurts, now today we have four safari
tents as well. Every year we welcome
hundreds of visitors – here are just a few
tips we have picked up along the way:

M

Pick your location with care
John and I stumbled into our
glamping business back in the
summer of 2008 and simply put yurts
up in a ﬁeld on our family farm. Today, I
am so glad that we live near the M5 and
A30, with south-facing, sunny and welldrained ﬁelds. Pick a location that is dry,
sheltered from wind and not prone to
getting muddy. It also really helps to be
close to major tourist routes and ideally
the coast as well.

1

Tents/pods/treehouses?
These days, there are
so many options when
it comes to picking your
glamping accommodation. A
good idea is to visit a show
to see what’s on offer (try The
Glamping Show in September
at Stoneleigh, Warwickshire or
the Farm Business Innovation
Show at NEC Birmingham in
November). We started with

2

fairly modest 6 metre diameter yurts but
we have found customer expectations
rise every year so now we offer huge
9 x 11 metre safari tents with wooden
verandahs, hot showers, hot tubs and
more. Our visitors tend to have small
children and value separate bedrooms,
so that grown-ups can enjoy a glass of
wine in peace of an evening.

Funding options
Some glamping accommodation
companies offer ﬁnance to help
you purchase their tents and you can
also obtain ﬁnance for extras such as
hot tubs but often the rates are worse
than your bank can offer. There are also
grants to be had but often you need to
contribute matched funding. Carefully
work out the return on investment and
don’t be over-optimistic about your
future booking levels. Glamping is now
a very competitive industry in which
visitors are spoilt for choice.

3

It really helps
to be close to
major tourist
routes and
ideally the coast

for Change of Use from Agriculture,
depending on how your land is currently
dedicated. Stags Planning department
can help you prepare a successful
planning application.

Marketing
This, more than ever, is the key to
success. You can have the loveliest
accommodation in the world but if you
don’t have a good online presence,
nobody will come to stay. Your site
needs to be all over social media and
come up strongly in Google searches
too. We do all our own marketing and
have strong repeat bookings but if I
was to start up today, I would probably
consider doing so with an agency such
as Canopy & Stars. Yes, they take a cut
but it is better to have 75% of something
than 100% of nothing. Good luck!

5

cuckoodownfarm.co.uk

Planning
permission
You will almost
certainly need to get
planning permission,
so check the situation
out ﬁrst with your local
council. If a structure can
be deemed temporary
(this can be the case for
a structure on wheels or
with no foundations) you
may still need to apply

4

stags.co.uk
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SELLING WELL
WITH STAGS
Here at Stags, our dedicated Holiday Complexes
department has a wealth of experience in marketing
tourism accommodation properties across the West
Country. Our recent sale highlights include these
wonderful properties which all found new owners
through Stags
1. Devon
With panoramic views across the
East Devon countryside, this wellproportioned Grade II-Listed house
comes with an adjoining three-bedroom
residential cottage and established
self-catering holiday business. It sold
through Stags in July 2018 off a guide

2. Devon
This property has undergone a
comprehensive programme of rebuilding and renovation, carried out
with great attention to detail. Set in
about 3.4 acres, there is a ﬁve-bedroom
Grade II-Listed farmhouse, an annexe,
two holiday cottages and a courtyard
of mixed use commercial buildings
generating a useful income. The ﬁrst
people to view offered on the property
and the sale went through in November
2018 off a guide price of £1,350,000.

price of £1,500,000. The new owners
are enjoying the beautifully landscaped
gardens and can investigate the
potential for further development of the
substantial unconverted Grade II-Listed
stone barns at the property.

2
3. Cornwall
This beautiful Grade II-Listed country
residence comes with three quality
holiday cottages and is privately
positioned on the edge of a Cornish
village. The lovely two-acre site includes
gardens beside a pretty stream and
outbuildings with potential for further
development, subject to planning
permission. It was sold in October 2018
off a guide price of £995,000. The new
owners have undertaken a programme
of renovation and re-decoration and are
enjoying running their own business.

3
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5. Somerset
With nearly seven acres of stunning
gardens and grounds including a mill
leat pond and watermill, this wonderful
property sold in November 2018 off a
guide price of £1,495,000. The new
owner will be enjoying the light and
bright period farmhouse while running
the established self-catering holiday
business in eight self-catering holiday
cottages/apartments.

4

6
6. Somerset
This investment opportunity had a
strong yield and potential for further
development. It attracted a local buyer
who purchased it in July 2018 off a
guide price of £375,000. Set in about
2.9 acres, there are four privately-owned
leasehold holiday cottages and ten
privately-owned holiday lodges sold
on licences, all generating secure and
index-linked plot fees.

4. Cornwall
This superb renovated farmhouse
has fabulous country views. It sold
in February 2018 off a guide price of
£1,350,000 to the sixth people to view.
Set in about 7.5 acres, the attractive
property has four quality holiday
cottages, a games room, garaging
and excellent equestrian facilities with
paddocks and a large stable building.

5
stags.co.uk
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FINANCING YOUR BUSINESS
There is much to consider when it comes to borrowing to buy a tourism accommodation
property, explains holiday complex mortgage expert Philip Meek
PHILIP SAYS:

n my work as a
mortgage adviser, I
ﬁnd that clients often
initially assume they
can obtain a residential
mortgage if they are going to live in
a property and let out elements of
it, such as cottages and annexes to
holidaymakers.
However, for the Financial Regulator
(and therefore lenders) in most cases
such borrowing is deemed to be
commercial and so a commercial
mortgage is required. The enthusiasm
of lenders varies enormously for these
products. Many state that they will lend
in this sector but the reality is few offer
attractive or, indeed, viable loan terms.
Before you present a holiday complex
application to a lender there are many
points to consider. A well-prepared
proposal will include a robust business
plan demonstrating an understanding of
the sector, realistic ﬁnancial projections
and your CV evidencing a relevant skill
set. An experienced broker will prepare
all this for you and such support is, in
my opinion, essential.
A strong proposal to a lender is not

I
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our clients to buy their holiday complex
only more likely to secure funds but
immediately. Their contingency if the sale
also improve the interest rate and
was slow was to rent out their previous
terms you are offered. Due to the
property. This is a typical example
relationships we have built with lenders
of how manual decisionover the years, here at
making can help in unusual
Philip Meek Commercial
circumstances.
we are usually able to
My company, Philip Meek
achieve better terms than
Borrowing is Commercial, consists
a client would do by going
of a team with nearly 20
direct. Lenders recognise our deemed to be
years’ experience, all with
understanding of the market,
commercial and established relationships
their requirements and the
with lenders specialising
work carried out in presenting a commercial
in the holiday letting and
a fully-packaged application
mortgage is
holiday complex sector. We
for consideration.
have access to lenders who
Most lenders in this
required
will consider applications
sector complete manual
that many others will not,
underwriting, which means
including multiple holiday letting units on
a person makes the lending decision
one title, properties across split titles,
rather than software. This can be to
lending to limited companies and more.
your advantage. I have recently agreed
No matter what stage you are at,
lending for an applicant who had yet
you should consider speaking with a
to sell their main residence and did not
specialist mortgage broker to ensure
want to lose the property they wanted
you can raise and afford the necessary
to buy to another potential offer. I
ﬁnance. Your broker will not only source
approached the lender with a proposal
funding for you but can also negotiate
and they agreed to fund 100% of the
the very best terms available.
purchase, with the additional security
For more information visit
of taking a legal charge over the client’s
philipmeek.co.uk
main residence until it sold. This allowed
stags.co.uk

THE GOLDEN HOUR
First impressions count, especially in the tourism industry. Here, Melanie Pascoe of
Helpful Holidays shares her insider knowledge on the importance of offering your
guests the warmest of welcomes
s one of the
leading holiday
letting agencies
in the West Country,
here at Helpful Holidays
we’ve welcomed
millions of guests to
our properties over the past 35 years.
During that time, we’ve seen the very
best and (just occasionally) worst of
holiday lettings. Did you know that most
guest walk-outs happen
within the ﬁrst hour of
arriving? Here are our top
ﬁve tips for making that
perfect ﬁrst impression:
After a

A

best start to any holiday! Simple concise
directions and clear signage at the end
of your drive to let your guests know that
they’ve arrived safely, will avoid much
frustration and concern.

Love at ﬁrst sight
Be it a simple parking space or an
elaborate garden, the presentation
of the exterior of your property is just as
important as that of the interior. Be sure
to keep your outside spaces
clean, tidy and in tip-top
condition, if possible keeping
your bins out of sight. Make
sure the garden is well tended
long
all through the year and add
drive there are colourful pots to brighten even
few things more the dullest of driveways.

2

You know you’ve
arrived when…
It’s Saturday
unwelcoming
afternoon, your guests
Make an entrance
have spent hours on
A well-presented,
than a cold dark
the M5, culminating in a
uncluttered doorway
house
crescendo of the West
with coat-hooks standing by
Country’s narrowest
to receive wet outdoor gear
lanes. Desperately
offers a fuss-free arrival for
following their satnav, they hope against
your guests. If possible, ensure there is
space to put down bags, that shoes can
hope that they will soon arrive. Instead,
they ﬁnd themselves at the entrance to a be easily removed without the need for
ﬁeld with nary a house in sight - not the
a balancing act and provide a bowl or

1

3
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hook for keys. If you welcome dogs at
your property, consider providing an old
towel to wipe muddy paws before they
walk across your carpets!
Warm welcome
After a long drive there are few
things more unwelcoming than
arriving at a cold, dark house. Turning on
lights (especially outside lights), warming
the property through and laying the ﬁrst
ﬁre so that it’s ready to use are small,
simple things that you can do that will
make a big difference to your guests.

4

Time for tea
With coats, shoes and bags sorted
out, it’ll be time to put the allimportant kettle on. A welcome pack
with a few necessities, a nicely-laid tea
tray and perhaps a cake, all provide the
perfect excuse for guests to sit for a few
minutes, take stock and begin planning
the exciting adventures they’ll have on
their perfect holiday.

5

For more help and advice on letting
your holiday cottage call 01647 401799
or visit helpfulholidays.co.uk
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BUSINESS RATES: THE LOWDOWN
Business rates relief for self-catering holiday complexes is currently under the
Government spotlight. Tax expert John Endacott of PKF Francis Clark looks
at the implications for owners of tourism properties in the South West
he Government
is currently
consulting on
a change to the way
in which English
self-catering holiday
accommodation is assessed for
business rates. The nub of the issue
is that small business rates relief was
introduced and then extended without
any thought for holiday let properties.
According to the Government, there
are an estimated 47,000 holiday lets
in England, of which 96% qualify for
complete exemption from business
rates because of small business rates
relief. The Government’s consultation
document refers to these properties
as ‘second homes’ and is concerned
that they ‘are not genuine businesses’.
It adds that owners may be avoiding
council tax by claiming that their
property is available to let but making
‘little or no realistic effort to actually let
it out’.
The incentive for owners is that

T
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properties which are liable for business
the rules more complex and introduce
rates can then attract small business
more conditions for business rates to
rates relief. Then, instead of being liable
apply. This will be more burdensome
for council tax, there is nothing to pay.
for owners and may require more
This is because business rates take
record keeping. Also, new holiday let
priority over council
businesses will probably have to
tax and small business
initially pay council tax and then
rates relief reduces
claim a refund if they subsequently
your business rates
qualify for business rates.
Small business Apart from the issues raised by
assessment to nil.
Local authorities have
rates relief was this government consultation,
a duty to investigate
there are wider concerns about
introduced and how business rates apply to
whether there is a
genuine commercial
then extended holiday lets. Small business rates
business but the
relief can give an unfair cost
without any
system doesn’t
advantage to smaller operators to
encourage them
the detriment of larger holiday let
thought for
to do so. What is
complexes. Ultimately, a broader
holiday let
more, in many cases
review and reform of business
the investment
rates is required as the current
properties
in manpower to
system seems past its sell by
investigate is not a
date.
priority.
For further advice contact
The Government’s likely solution to
John Endacott on 01392 667000,
concerns that owners are playing the
john.endacott@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
system is probably going to be to make
and pkf-francisclark.co.uk
stags.co.uk

THE WEST COUNTRY’S LEADING

HOLIDAY COTTAGE AGENCY
Part of the award winning
family

Our tailor-made service, marketing expertise and extensive local experience
make letting your property easy with Helpful Holidays.
It all begins with a chat – please get in touch to ﬁnd out more…

01647 401799

helpfulholidays.co.uk

stags.co.uk

Barnstaple
01271 322833

Kingsbridge
01548 853131

Tiverton
01884 235705

Bideford
01237 425030

Launceston
01566 774999

Torquay
01803 200160

Bridport
01308 428000

Okehampton
01837 659420

Totnes
01803 865454

Dartmouth
01803 835336

Plymouth
01752 223933

Truro
01872 264488

Dulverton
01398 323174

South Molton
01769 572263

Wadebridge
01208 222333

Exeter
01392 255202

Taunton
01823 256625

Wellington
01823 662822

Honiton
01404 45885

Tavistock
01822 612458

Yeovil
01935 475000

@StagsProperty
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